
A LEVEL INTRODUCTORY 
DAY



Language and Gender

• What are these colours?

• How is the conversation style of men and women 

different? Who is dominant? Who interrupts 

more? Who encourages others to speak more?

• Tell us a joke!



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YdZO0fHwBTE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YdZO0fHwBTE


"I'm like a polar bear”.

"I’ve been told I’m funny. I’ve got quite an immature 

sense of humour, and I can be quite naughty!"

“I am powerful. Powerful. Very powerful”.

“I’m going to make my mum proud on that one.”

“A huge part of it is pushing myself out of my comfort 

zone and forcing myself to make a connection with 

someone”.

"What's the most common owl in Britain? Tea T'owl”.

“Girls are like the FBI at knowing when a guy's cheated”.

Who said it?
Guess whether a male or female contestant said 

the following

Why do you think 

that?  What do your 

guesses say about 

our expectations 

about Language 

and Gender?



Representation: Which of the following words do you associate with women and which 

ones do you associate with men?

Elegant 

Tracksuit

Bitchy

Fit

Tart

Gossip

Doctor

Boss

Bird Fight



Lexical Asymmetry:

What is the female equivalent of the 

following terms?

• Bachelor

• Master

• King

Discuss the different connotations of 

each.

Over representation

Think of as many terms as you can for 

a sexually active female.

Now think of as many terms as you 

can for a sexually active male.

What does this tell us about how 

society views men and women 

differently?



How is Love 

Island 

represented in 

the media?

Language and Representation



https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/

jun/22/love-island-emotional-abuse-entertainment-

adam-collard-gaslighting

The media and social 

media are saturated with 

references to and articles 

about Love Island.

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/jun/22/love-island-emotional-abuse-entertainment-adam-collard-gaslighting


https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/

jun/09/love-island-dating-men-masculinity-tv

Read the article.  In your 

pairs, decide what is being 

represented and how.



https://www.mirror.co.uk/interactives/best-love-

island-quotes-last-12644668

Language Change

Do you know 

what these terms 

mean?

Can you think of any 

terms that you use now 

that weren’t previously 

in fashion?

Why do you think 

language changes 

over time?

https://www.mirror.co.uk/interactives/best-love-island-quotes-last-12644668

